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Abstract. In operations research, bi-level programming is a mathematical modeling which

1. Introduction

market share [1-5]. As an example of such competition,
two hardware manufacturers, namely HTC and Nokia,
are competing for more sales in the market [1]. In such
a situation, some questions may come to mind such
as \which company will win the competition?" and
\what market share will be achieved by the winner
company [6]?" The present study aims to answer such
questions and simply model the competition between
a manufacturing company, which has a higher selling
power and popularity in market as a leader, and others.
It is of a great importance and revenue to the leader
to consider the competition in its APP and pricing
decisions as a bi-level model.
As one of the most important problems in production systems, especially in current competitive mar-
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has another optimization problem as a constraint. In the present research, regarding the
current intense competition among large manufacturing companies for achieving a greater
market share, a bi-level robust optimization model is developed as a leader-follower problem
using Stackelberg game in the eld of Aggregate Production Planning (APP). The leader
company with higher in uence intended to produce new products, which could replace the
existing products. The follower companies, as rivals, were also seeking more sales, but they
did not have the intention and ability to produce such new products. The price of the new
products was determined by the presented elasticity relations between uncertain demand
and price. After linearization, using the KKT conditions, the bi-level robust model was
transformed into an ordinary uni-level model. Due to the NP-hard nature of the problem,
Benders Decomposition Algorithm (BDA) was proposed for overcoming the computational
complexities in large scale. Finally, using the real data of Sarvestan Sepahan Co as a
leader company, the validity of the developed model as well as eciency and convergence
of the BDA was investigated. The computational results clearly showed the eciency and
e ectiveness of the proposed BDA.
© 2019 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

Today, globalization of economy, rapid changes in
technology, and di erent behaviors of the customers
looking for more suitable and cheaper products have
led to fundamental changes in the nature of market
competition [1,2]. These factors, along with the advent
of e-commerce, have resulted in a competition among
large manufacturing companies for achieving a greater
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kets, production planning aims at coordinating the
production activities and providing an e ective plan
that optimizes objectives of the companies. In fact,
production planning is a decision-making process of
allocating resources to the production activities in a
cost-e ective manner that makes it possible for the
manufacturer to be the winner of the competitive
market [7]. APP, as a special production planning,
comprises the simultaneous determination of production, inventory, and employment levels as well as
other important production variables of a company
during a nite planning horizon. Usually, the planning
horizon of APP ranges from 6 months to one year.
Assuming the production capacity constraint, the objective of the APP is normally to minimize the total
costs while meeting the non-constant and uctuating
demand [8].
In the present research, the main competition
is between the leader company, with a higher selling
power and popularity, and the follower companies.
These companies are independent and seek a greater
market share. In fact, the competition is on the
amount of sales and price of products. It should be
noted that in the developed model, the focus is on
the leader in that its decisions a ect the decisions
of the followers due to its higher popularity. This
type of competition is modeled using a Bi-level Linear
Programming (BLP) [9]. After linearization, using
the KKT conditions, the bi-level APP model is transformed into an ordinary uni-level one. By solving the
developed model, in addition to the APP decisions and
the amounts of sales of the leader and the follower,
the price of products is determined using elasticity
relations.
Compared to the existing literature, the main
contributions of the present study can be enumerated
in 3 aspects. The rst one is that we consider the
competition between a manufacturer company with its
corresponding Supply Chain (SC) and other manufacturer companies with their corresponding SCs in a
competitive market. The main competitive factor is the
selling price, which is determined using the proposed
elasticity relations between the demand and price
under pricing decisions. We utilize a leader-follower
bi-level programming approach using the concept of
Stackelberg game for developing the competitive APP
model. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
modelling e ort that considers this kind of competition
in the APP problems. The second one is that we
address the inherent uncertainty of the parameters
of the problem, especially market demand, which is
controlled using multiple scenarios. In fact, we solve
the uncertainty using a robust optimization method
introduced by Mulvey et al. [10], which has not been
used by researchers in the literature for the competitive
APP problem. Considering the inherent uncertainty

makes the modeling of problems much closer to the
real conditions. According to the research of Makui et
al. [7], the APP problems are among the strongly NPhard ones and the use of meta-heuristic methods for
solving such problems would not guarantee obtaining
accurate and global optimal solutions. Consequently,
it can be claimed that the developed model is NPhard and an ecient algorithm is needed to overcome
its computational complexity. Therefore, as the third
contribution, the powerful Benders Decomposition Algorithm (BDA) is proposed to solve the developed NPhard model in large scale. We also study a real-life
case from Sarvestan Sepahan Co., as a leader in the
competitive market, in order to indicate applicability of
the developed model and BDA to the real-world cases
of APP.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides a review of the literature on APP,
production planning, and the BLP problem in competitive market environment as well as the pricing
problem. In Section 3, the mathematical model of
bi-level APP in competitive environment is developed
in the presence of uncertainty. Section 4 presents
the proposed BDA for solving the developed model
in large dimensions. In Section 5, performance and
eciency of the developed model are tested using a set
of data of a school notebook manufacturing company
in Isfahan, Sarvestan Sepahan Co. Finally, the last
section provides conclusion as well as some suggestions
for future studies.

2. Literature review
The intense competition in competitive market has
compelled the companies to satisfy the demand of
customers with high speed and quality [11]. In most of
the recent optimization and simulation models, it has
been attempted to consider the existing competition
in the market. Thus, it is very important to model
the competition and solve the pricing problem to
meet the demand. This section reviews the previous
studies of modeling of the competitive environment
for manufacturing companies (particularly the bi-level
models) as well as the studies of the product pricing
problems. Once a manufacturing company has no rival
in the market, it will indeed be an exclusive company
that obtains the whole market share. However, since
there are other rivals in the market, in many cases,
exclusiveness of the manufacturing company will be an
unreal assumption [12].
Review of the literature is presented in the following two sub-sections. First, the studies of BLP and
pricing problems in a competitive market environment
are presented. Then, some of the most important
researches in the eld of production planning as well
as APP will be reviewed.
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2.1. Review of the literature on bi-level
programming and pricing problems

In this section, we review a large and growing bodyof
literature in the eld of BLP modeling with focus on
the application of the BLP approach to formulating
some problems such as Supply Chain Network Design
(SCND), production planning, transportation, pricing,
location-allocation, etc. According to our investigations, the main modeling of the BLP was presented
for the rst time in a study conducted by Bracken
and McGill [13] in 1973, while, later, Candler and
Norton [14] were the rst ones who used the name of
bi-level and multi-level programming. Such problems
did not attract attention of the researchers up to about
8 years later. Several researchers investigated the BLP
with regard to the theory of Stackelberg game [15]
and developed its mathematical formulation [16]. For
further studies in this eld, the interested readers can
refer to the highly valuable information in [14,16-24].
Ben-Ayed et al. [25], as the rst researchers,
modeled the network design problem in the form of the
BLP. They considered both the convex and concave
investment functions in their formulation. Bard and
Moore [26], who were pioneers in the eld of the BLP,
presented the branch and bound algorithm for solving
the quadratic BLP. Continuing their research, they [27]
introduced a new algorithm for the discrete BLP,
which began by transforming the objective function
of the leader into a parametric constraint. Edmunds
and Bard [28] developed an algorithm based on the
branch and bound for Bi-level Non-Linear Programming (BNLP) problem. They helped completing the
literature in this regard and their paper was among the
rst studies of the BNLP. Yang [29] applied the BLP
approach to the origin-destination matrix estimation
problem in congested networks and presented ecient
heuristic algorithms. Their approach integrated the
standard least squares model and the standard network
equilibrium model into one process. In 1998, Bard [23]
presented optimization of the BLP problem along with
all of its algorithms and applications in a book, which
has been a scienti c reference for the BLP problems.
Most of the previous reviewed papers were published before 2000. In the following, the literature after
2000 will be investigated. Maher et al. [30] formulated
two problems in transportation network including trip
matrix estimation and trac signal optimization applying the BLP approach with stochastic equilibrium
link for users. They proposed a solution algorithm for
the two BLP problems and examined their algorithm
on some networks. Moreover, Burgard et al. [31]
applied the BLP modeling to chemical problems to
identify gene knockout strategies for optimizing microbial strain. Gao et al. [32] developed a traditional BLP
model for discrete network design problem and proposed a new solution algorithm using support function
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concept to represent the relationship between improvement ows and new additional links. Shi et al. [33]
contributed a generalized branch and bound algorithm
to the literature for solving the BLP problems. The
branch and bound algorithm has been the most successful algorithm for the BLP to overcome the complementary constraints resulting from the KKT conditions.
According to our vast searches, the rst serious
studies on the competition between two SCs were
presented by Zhang [3]. He presented a variation
inequality model to the literature on competition, in
which the winning SC and its market share were
determined. In 2007, Colson et al. [22] published a
review paper in which they investigated many papers
on bi-level optimization from both theoretical and
practical aspects and presented the existing gaps in this
eld. Sun et al. [34] developed a BLP model as well as
a simple heuristic algorithm in order for the location of
the logistics distribution centers to be determined. The
upper level was to nd the optimal location and the
lower determined an equilibrium demand distribution.
Saharidis and Lerapetritou [9] presented a new solution
method for the BLP problems based on the decomposition technique. Their proposed algorithm was based
on the decomposition of the primary problem into a
restricted master problem and multiple sub-problems
using the BDA. In the eld of pricing and competition,
Xiao and Yang [1] developed a competitive model of
two SCs under demand uncertainty with price and
service factors in order to assess the optimal decisions
of chain components. Each SC included one riskneutral supplier and one risk-averse retailer. Zhang and
Rushton [12] developed a multi-site location-allocation
model to select locations in competitive service systems. Their presented objective function maximized
utility of users with constraints on the waiting time of
users and budget of owners. Zhang et al. [35] developed
a BLP model for a seaport container transport network,
in which the transportation companies competed on
using the path with the lowest cost.
In the following, the related literature after 2010
will be reviewed. Gelareh et al. [36] designed a liner
shipping hub network in a competitive environment
and investigated the competition between a newcomer
provider and an existing well-known operator. The
newcomer maximized its market share by locating
predetermined hubs in candidate ports and designing
the network. Kucukaydin et al. [37] investigated the
competitive facility location problem by determining
the attractiveness of the follower. They formulated
a BNLP model in which the leader was a new rm
with a facility location problem to maximize its pro t
and the follower was its rival rm with existing facilities. Naimi Sadigh et al. [38] studied coordination
of the manufacturer-retailer SC with price-dependent
demand within Stackelberg game framework. They
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also utilized the BLP to nd advertising expenditures,
optimal equilibrium prices, and production policies.
Kristianto et al. [39] presented a two-stage bi-level
stochastic model for the mass production problem
and considered the manufacturer as the leader and
the consumer as the follower in order to model the
contradictory objectives between them. They used the
BDA to solve the proposed complex model and obtain
an optimum solution.
In recent years, the number of studies in the
literature on the application of the BLP approach by
considering competition in SCs has been increasing.
Rezapour and Zanjirani Farahani [40], as well-known
researchers in the eld of modeling of competition,
developed a new stochastic BLP model to design a
competitive SC considering the two competitive factors
of price and service level with foresight. They assumed
that the network of the new SC was set \once for all,"
but further price and service level modi cations were
possible. Rezapour et al. [41], in another research, used
dynamic BLP to design an entrant SC for competition
against an existing SC, where demand was elastic
with respect to price and distance. They modeled
the problem with the strategic facility location and
ow decisions, and proposed exact and metaheuristic
algorithms. Fallah et al. [6] considered the competition
between two closed-loop SCs including manufacturers, retailers, and recyclers, in which the competition
factors were the prices of new products and the incentives given to consumers for taking back the used
products. They studied the impact of simultaneous
and Stackelberg competitions between two closed-loop
SCs on their pro ts, demands, and returns in a nondeterministic environment. As a more related study
to the previous research, Rezapour et al. [42] developed a competitive closed-loop SC model using the
BLP with price-dependent demands in order to design
a strategic reverse network and tactical/operational
planning. They considered competitions not only
externally between two chains supplying new products
but also internally in the new chain for supplying new
and remanufactured products.
In more recent studies, Rashidi et al. [43] developed a BLP model for the location of crosswalks
in a multimodal transportation network to minimize
the pedestrians' safety hazard and total transportation
cost. They employed a greedy heuristic and a simulated
annealing algorithm to solve the problem. Han et
al. [44] presented a solution to the bi-level and trilevel programming problems using Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) algorithm. They rst developed a
novel bi-level PSO to solve general BLP problems and
then, proposed a tri-level PSO for handling the tri-level
programs that were more challenging than the BLPs.
Saranwong and Likasiri [45] used the BLP to solve
Distribution Center (DC) problem by which the upper-

and lower-levels were to minimize the transportation
cost of shipping products from plants to DCs and from
DCs to customers, respectively. They also presented
four algorithms to obtain an optimal trade-o between
the objective function values of the two levels. In the
last paper we reviewed, but certainly not the latest
research conducted on the BLP, Shamekhi Amiri et
al. [46] developed a BLP for two competitive SCs
under foresight competition and variable coverage.
They proposed an iterative global search approach that
inserted, in each iteration, the reaction of the follower
in the leader's problem as new constraints.
Although researchers have noticeably focused
on using the BLP approach in formulating some
problems in the competitive environment, the explored
literature on the BLP reveals that, to the best of our
knowledge, there is almost no modeling e ort that
develops a BLP for the APP problems, especially
where a manufacturer company competes with other
manufacturer companies in their SCs.

2.2. Review of the literature on production
planning and APP

In this sub-section of literature review, we investigate
some important papers published after 2000 in the
eld of production planning and APP. Ghazanfari and
Murtagh [47] proposed a single-stage model for multiobjective hierarchical production planning problem
with stochastic demand using chance-constrained goal
programming approach. Their model had two levels,
namely product type and product family, in which
a type was a set of families with the same cost per
unit of time. It is clear that the rst level referred
to the APP. In 2006, Mula et al. [48] reviewed the
literature on production planning problems, especially
under uncertainty conditions. Their review included
83 papers from 1983 to 2006. According to their investigations, considering uncertainty in manufacturing
systems was a major progress, that is, the production
planning models that ignored uncertainty had a very
low rank relative to the models that included it. Leung
and Ng [49] developed a three-objective goal programming model for the APP of perishable products. By
applying postponement policy, they suggested dividing
the production process of these products into two
phases, including semi- nished production and nal
assembly. Leung and Chan [50] developed a goal
programming model for the APP by considering the
resource utilization constraints such as production and
machinery capacities. The objective functions were to
hierarchically maximize pro t, minimize repairing cost,
and maximize machine utilization of a Chinese production plant in comparison to two other American ones.
After 2010, Mirzapour Al-e-Hashem et al. [51]
developed a multi-objective robust optimization model
for a multi-product and multi-site APP in an SC
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including multiple suppliers, multiple manufacturers,
and multiple customers. The rst objective function
minimized the total losses of SC, such as production
cost and hiring/ ring cost, and the second objective function took customer satisfaction into account
through minimizing the amount of shortages. Subsequently, Zhang et al. [52] developed a collaborative
model for production planning in a multi-echelon SC
under uncertain demand and price. They determined
the production planning issue by considering bill of
materials and the trade-o s between inventories, production costs, and customer service level. To solve the
complex model, they combined the scatter evolutionary
algorithm, fuzzy programming, and stochastic chanceconstrained programming. Ghasemi Yaghin et al. [53]
presented a fuzzy goal programming for integrated
pricing and APP in a two-echelon SC through a hybrid
fuzzy multiple-objective approach. The objectives
of their model were to maximize the total pro t of
manufacturer as well as the retailer and improve service
aspects of retailing, simultaneously. Developing an
APP model for two-phase production systems and
solving it by genetic algorithm and Tabu search were
studied by Ramezanian et al. [54]. Their considered objective function was to minimize costs and instabilities
in the work force and inventory levels.
In recent 5 years, Awudu and Zhang [55] were
among the researchers who conducted studies in this
eld. They presented a stochastic production planning
model for a biofuel SC under uncertain demand and
price to maximize pro t. Their model determined
the amounts of purchased raw materials, consumed
raw materials, and produced products. They used the
BDA with Monte Carlo simulation technique to solve
the proposed model. Rahmani et al. [56] utilized a
robust approach to formulating the APP problem in
which some of the model parameters such as production
costs and demand were fuzzy variables. They also
used the concept of entropy to reduce the sensitivity
of the uctuating data and achieve a more robust
APP. Da Silva and Marins [57] presented a fuzzy goal
programming model for solving a real APP problem
under uncertainty applied the case study of a sugar
mill. The decisions of agricultural and logistics phases
were made on a weekly planning horizon to contain
the whole harvesting season and the periods between
harvests. Chakrabortty et al. [58] conducted a research
on the PSO based on a possibilistic environment
for a multi-period and multi-product APP problem.
They proposed an approach that used a triangular
possibility distribution to handle all the imprecise
operating costs, demands, and the data related to
capacity. Jabbarzadeh et al. [59] developed an enhanced robust approach to the supply and demand
management in simultaneous production-distribution
planning under uncertainty. Their approach, called
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\Elastic p-Robustness," resolved the need for estimating the probability distribution of uncertain parameters when managing operational uncertainties of SC.
Using production postponement policy, Makui et al. [7]
contributed the robust APP problem to the literature
for products with a very limited expiration date. In
fact, they developed the model proposed by Leung
and Ng [49]. They also proposed an exact solution
approach, known as accelerated BDA, with two ecient
acceleration inequalities to solving their problem.
In more recent papers, Ramyar et al. [60] developed a multi-objective model for the APP in an
SC with the objectives of minimizing the total cost
and maximizing the minimum reliability of suppliers.
They considered the probabilistic lead times in order
to improve performance of the system and presented
a Pareto-based multi-objective harmony search algorithm. Recently, Entezaminia et al. [61] proposed
a robust multi-objective multi-site APP model in a
green SC by considering the reverse logistics network.
They took into account some green principles such as
waste management, greenhouse gas emissions related
to transportation modes, and production methods.
Mokhtari and Hasani [62] presented a multi-objective
fuzzy optimization model for cleaner productiontransportation planning problem in manufacturing
plants. They speci ed the optimal production level,
inventory level, workforce level, back order level,
transportation mode, and subcontracted products and
minimized production and transportation costs as well
as environmental e ects. As the last paper reviewed in
the eld of production planning, Hahn and Brandenburg [63] considered two relevant features of APP:
1. Sustainable operations planning including multiple
alternative production modes with the particular
carbon emission related to production and social
dimensions of di erent operating rates;
2. Integrated campaign planning with the operational
level in order to predict production decisions on
lead times and work-in-process inventories. They
considered carbon emission and overtime working
hours as externalized factors and considered the
internalized factors in terms of the resulting costs.
In the precise investigations and comprehensive
review of the literature, it is observed that during
the past 30 years, much more information has become
available about the APP and the BLP, but so far no
model has been developed using the leader-follower
BLP using the concept of Stackelberg game in an
APP with the outputs of production decisions and
new product pricing, where pricing is done under
elasticity relations between demand and price in a
competitive market environment. In the present study,
the inherent uncertainty of the problem parameters,
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especially market demand, is considered as a multiscenario state and controlled using the Mulvey et al.
technique [10], which makes the modeling much closer
to the real market conditions. Furthermore, due to NPhardness of the problem, the BDA has been proposed
for dealing with the computational complexities of
large dimensions. The BDA has considerable pro ts
over other solution methods (such as heuristic and
meta-heuristic methods) including:
1. This algorithm is based on powerful algebraic concepts;
2. Convergence of the algorithm and achieving optimal
solution have been proved analytically;
3. Each decision-maker can set the optimality gaps,
precisely.
In order to show applicability of the robust optimization model and the proposed solution approach, the
real data of Sarvestan Sepahan Co., as the leader in
competitive market, has been used. Therefore, in the
next section, an existing model in APP is developed
by applying fundamental and more realistic changes in
the production problem as well as by considering the
competition in production of the products as a bi-level
model. Some of the ecient features of the proposed
model are its simplicity and applicability to problems
of the real world, especially the production problems
of new products.

3. Mathematical modeling

3.1. Problem description

In the given problem, a leader company and several follower companies (rivals) are competing on the
amount of sales and the selling price of products to
acquire more revenue. The leader company, due to its
background and higher popularity, has more power to
acquire market share. The type of the competition in
the market is pure, but the leader company is more
known and older than its rivals. The main problem is
that the leader company intends to produce some new
products capable of replacing the existing products,
while the rival companies do not intend and are not
able to produce such new products. The amount of
sales and the selling price of products for both the
leader and the follower companies in addition to some
variables related to the APP problem of the leader
company should be appropriately determined. Because
one manufacturer company has more power to acquire
market share and act as a leader, the competition
is modeled using BLP with regard to the concept of
Stackelberg game [15], which properly matches the
problem. Also, the basic APP model has been taken
from the study by Makui et al. [7] and developed for the
real competitive conditions. Figure 1 clearly illustrates
the structure of the problem and the relationship
between the leader and the follower in the competitive
market.

Figure 1. The structure of the competitive environment.
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This APP problem minimizes the costs to the
leader company including production, setup, workforce, labor, inventory, hiring, and laying-o costs.
Regarding the stochastic demand value, the model
determines the production amount of product i in the
manufacturing factory j by the workforce at level k in
period t. Furthermore, the proposed model speci es
the selling price, product inventory, number of the
workforce, numbers of hiring and laying-o , and the
amount of product that exceeds the demand for any
type of product (over-ful lment or oversupply). Since
the revenue of the leader is deducted from the cost,
the objective function of the leader is to minimize
the total loss. The production problem for the rival
companies has not been modeled due to special attention to production problem of the leader and the
lack of information about rival companies. Therefore,
the objective function of the follower will merely be
maximization of the sales revenue.
Considering the existing historical data and based
on the comparison of the new products of the leader
with similar products in the market, market demand
along with some parameters of the APP is uncertain
and they have inherently stochastic behavior in each
period. This stochastic uncertainty can be a result
of di erent factors such as change in the manner of
customers and the existence of some complementary
and alternative products. Thus, due to this uncertainty
and because there is no information about their means
and standard deviations to nd their distributions,
regarding the historical data and opinions of the experts, we only consider the states with the greatest
probabilities instead of addressing all possible states of
the uncertain parameters. It is clear that the states
with the greatest probabilities are limited to some
countable scenarios. Accordingly, some more probable
scenarios with their probabilities of occurrence along
with the value of each uncertain parameter in each
scenario can be speci ed. The type of the considered
uncertainty is a discrete stochastic variable of which the
probability function is speci ed. Hence, scenario-based
stochastic programming approach is the best approach
to controlling and tackling this type of uncertainty.
Finally, an extended version of this approach, known
as the scenario-based robust stochastic programming,
introduced by Mulvey et al. [10] is used. Using
the scenario-based robust stochastic programming, the
concepts of solution robustness and model robustness,
which are illustrated in Section 5.3, can be integrated.
It also should be noted that some basic studies have
used this approach for the APP and they note that
\as economic scenarios are taken into account, changes
in uncertain data do not have signi cant e ect on an
optimized production planning" [7,64]. The interested
readers can refer to references [10,61,65-71] to obtain
more information about the robust optimization ap-
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proach. In this paper, the amounts of production and
inventory are considered as control variables.
The main assumptions of the model are as follows:













The problem is multi-product and multi-period, and
the location of each factory is xed and predetermined;
Each manufacturing factory is able to produce different types of products in each period;
Production and inventory capacities of the leader
and selling capacity of the follower are assumed to
be limited;
Fluctuating demand and some cost parameters are
naturally uncertain and controlled by a multiscenario approach. The probability of each scenario
is estimated using the historical data and opinions
of the experts;
The production of each product can be set up in
each period;
The leader company has more power to acquire
market share due to its higher popularity;
Although selling price is determined using the proposed elasticity relations between demand and price,
it should be in a speci ed range;
The elasticity relations between demand and price
are linearly determined using the historical data and
regression relations.

In our model, the following main decisions are determined under the competitive environment and uncertainty:
A) The main decisions of the leader include:
X The selling price and the amount of sales of the
nal product;
X The amount of production and inventory of
nal products;
X The number of workforce, including hired and
laid-o workforce.
B) The main decisions of the follower include:
X The selling price and the amount of sales of the
nal product.
Subsequently, rst, the elasticity relations between demand and price are determined in general
state. Then, the mathematical model is presented.

3.2. Presenting elasticity relations between
demand and price in general state

Assume that dL is the portion of the market demand
which the leader (L) potentially has and PL is the
price quoted by the leader. Also, assume that dF is
a portion of the market demand, which is potential for
the follower (F ), and PF is the price quoted by the
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follower. Regarding these quoted prices, the demand
to the leader (L) and follower (F ) is determined by
Eqs. (1) and (2); these demand-price equations are
based on the economic theories in competitive markets
in which a reverse relationship exists between price and
demand [6]:
dL = L L :PL ;
(1)

will be the selling prices of the leader and the follower
as well as the amount of sales of each one and the
APP variables. The results obtained from the proposed
model will be ecient for all the companies producing
in the competitive market. In the following, the parameters and decision-making variables will be introduced
and then, the de ned problem will be modeled.

dF = F
(2)
F :PF :
In these equations, L and F are respectively the price
elasticity of L (leader) and F (follower) to demand,
indicating that with 1% increase in price, the demand
level is reduced by a few percent ( L and F are both
positive).
Also, L and F indicate the selling power of L
and F in market, respectively:
d
PL = L L ;
(3)

Indices:
i
Index of products
j
Index of factories of leader company
0
j
Index of factories of rival companies
k
Index of workforce levels
s
Index of uncertainty scenarios
t
Index of time periods

L

PF =

dF

F
F

:

(4)

Obviously, assuming equality of L and F , if L > F ,
then at the same demand level, the leader price can
be higher according to Eq. (3). Parameter can be
derived from factors such as quality, popularity, service
level, and advertisement; thus, its higher values are
desirable because there will be more power for sales.
Considering the reverse relationship between demand and prices, if both sellers produce the same
product and are rivals, then the customer will consider
their prices, simultaneously. Therefore, in the leader
equation (Eq. (1)), the price of F and similarly, in
the follower equation (Eq. (2)), the price of L will be
e ective. According to Eq. (1), if L increases its price,
then the demand level for its products will be reduced.
The same also holds for F based on Eq. (2). Now, it
is obvious that if the market price of the rival (F ) is
reduced, then the demand level of L will be reduced,
and if the price of F is increased, then the demand level
of L will be increased as well. Therefore, in a linear
state, Eq. (5) can be proposed for developing Eq. (1)
by considering the price of the rival (F ) [42]:
dL = L L :PL + L :PF :
(5)
Similarly, Eq. (6) is given for the follower (F ):
dF = F
(6)
F :PF + F :PL :
In Eq. (5), L is de ned as the price elasticity of rivaldemand for L, which implies that a unit of increase in
the price of F will increase the demand to L by % L .

3.3. Modeling using the bi-level programming

In this section, using the BLP, a mathematical model
is developed which considers the competition between
the leader and the follower. The output of this model

3.4. Notations

Parameters:
Leader's power to sell product i
ijt
produced by factory j at period t
0
Follower's power to sell product i
ij 0 t
produced by factory j 0 at period t
Price elasticity of leader to demand
ijt
of product i produced by factory j at
period t
00
Price elasticity of follower to demand
ij t
of product i produced by factory j 0 at
period t
Price elasticity of rival-demand from
ijt
leader for product i produced by
factory j at period t
0
Price elasticity of rival-demand from
ij 0 t
follower for product i produced by
factory j 0 at period t
Dits
Demand of product i at period t under
scenario s
cpsijkt
The cost of producing each unit of nal
product i in factory j by workforce at
level k during period t under scenario s
s
cljkt
Labor cost at level k in factory j
during period t under scenario s
s
cIfijt
Inventory cost of nal product i
in factory j during period t under
scenario s
cwHjkt
Cost of hiring workforce at level k in
factory j during period t
cwLjkt
Cost of laying-o workforce at level k
in factory j during period t
aik
The time needed to produce nal
product i by workforce at level k
bik
The machinery time needed to produce
nal product i by workforce at level k
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Ck
LP Lijt
LP Fij 0 t
UP Lijt
UP Fij 0 t
CapLjt
CapFit
vfi
Mjt
ckijt
Iwjk
ps

!
Large

Working hours of workforce at level k
in every period
Minimum selling price of nal product
i produced by factory j (leader) at
period t
Minimum selling price of nal product
i produced by factory j 0 (rival) at
period t
Maximum selling price of nal product
i produced by factory j (leader) at
period t
Maximum selling price of nal product
i produced by factory j 0 (rival) at
period t
Maximum available inventory capacity
of all leader products in factory j at
period t
Maximum selling capacity of product i
by follower companies in the market at
period t
Space occupied by a unit of product i
Maximum available machinery time in
factory j at period t
Cost of setting up the production of
nal product i in factory j at period t
Number of initial workforce at level k
in factory j
Probability of scenario s
Fixed factor of deviation
Penalty parameter
A large positive number

Decision variables:
psijkt
Production amount of nal product
i in factory j by workforce at level k
during period t under scenario s
prijt
Selling price of nal product i produced
by factory j (leader) at period t
0
prij 0 t
Selling price of nal product i produced
by factory j 0 (rival) at period t
s
Ifijt
Amount of inventory of nal product i
in factory j at period t under scenario
s
xsijt
Sales amount of nal product i
produced by factory j (leader) at
period t
0
s
xij 0 t
Sales amount of nal product i
produced by factory j 0 (rival) at period
t
dLsijt
Amount of potential demand from
leader for nal product i produced by
factory j at period t under scenario s

dFijs 0 t

3015

Amount of potential demand from
rival companies for nal product i
produced by factory j 0 at period t
under scenario s
Number of workforce at level k in
factory j at period t
Number of workforce at level k hired
in factory j at period t
Number of workforce at level k laid-o
in factory j at period t
The binary variable of setting up nal
product i in factory j at period t
The amount of higher response to
market demand (oversupply) for
product i at period t under scenario s
Deviation measure in scenario s

Wjkt
wHjkt
wLjkt
kijt
its
s

Now, the bi-level APP model is developed based on the
real conditions of the competitive market of the leader
and follower companies. The costs of the leader include
Production Cost (PC), Setup Cost (SC), Workforce
changing Cost (WC), Inventory Cost (IC), and Labor
Cost (LC). Each of these costs, sales revenue for the
leader company (RevL), and sales revenue for the
follower companies (RevF) are obtained through the
following equations:
Sales revenue for the leader company:
XXX

RevLs =

i

t

j

prijt :xsijt :

Sales revenue for the follower companies:
XXX
RevFs =
pr0 0 :x0s 0 :
j0

i

t

(7)

ij t ij t

(8)

cpsijkt :psijkt :

(9)

Production cost:
P Cs =

XXXX

i

j

t

k

Setup cost:
SCs =

XXX

i

j

t

ckijt :kijt :

(10)

Workforce changing cost:
W Cs =

XXX

j

t

k

(cwHjkt :wHjkt

+ cwLjkt :wLjkt ):

(11)

Inventory cost:
ICs =

XXX

i

Labor cost:

j

t

s :If s :
cIfijt
ijt

(12)
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LCs =

XXX

j

t

k

s :W :
cljkt
jkt

(13)

Eq. (7) shows the sales revenue for the leader
company, which is obtained by multiplying the selling
price of its products by the amount of sales. Eq. (8)
indicates the sales revenue for the rival companies.
Eqs. (7) and (8) are nonlinear. Eqs. (9) and (10)
show the total production cost and setup cost for
the leader company, respectively. Eq. (11) shows the
workforce changing cost including hiring and laying
o . Eq. (12) shows the cost of inventory in warehouse
and Eq. (13) shows the labor cost of di erent levels
of workers for the leader company. In the following,
objective functions of the leader and follower as well as
the problem constraints will be separately presented.
The leader's problem including its objective function
and constraints is modeled as follows:
Leader:
X
min zL = ps (P Cs + SCs + W Cs + ICs
s

+ LCs

RevLs ) + 

X

s

ps [(P Cs

+ SCs + W Cs + ICs + LCs
X

s0

ps0 (P Cs0 + SCs0 + W Cs0

+ ICs0 + LCs0
+!
s.t.:
s = If s
Ifijt
ij;t
X

j

dLsijt +

dLsijt 

X

ijt

j0

XXX

1+

ps :its ;

(14)

(psijkt ) xsijt

8 i; j; t; s; (15)

its  Dits

8 i; t; s; (16)

t

i
X

k

RevLs0 ) + 2s ]

dFijs 0 t

s

0

ijt :prijt + ijt :prij 0 t

xsijt  dLsijt

i

s  CapL
vfi :Ifijt
jt

Wjkt = Wjk;t 1 + wHjkt
X

i

aik :psijkt  Ck :Wjkt

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(17)

8 i; j; t; s; (18)
8 i; j; t; (19)

LP Lijt  prijt  UP Lijt
X

RevLs )

8 j; t; s; (20)
wLjkt

8 j; k; t; (21)
8 j; k; t; s; (22)

XX

i
X

k

k

bik :psijkt  Mjt

8 j; t; s; (23)

psijkt  Large:kijt

8 i; j; t; s; (24)

(P Cs + SCs + W Cs + ICs + LCs
X

s0

RevLs )

ps0 (P Cs0 + SCs0 + W Cs0 + ICs0

+ LCs0

RevLs0 ) + s  0

8 s;

(25)

s ; xs ; dLs ; W ; wH ; wL ;  s ;
prijt ;psijkt ; Ifijt
jkt
jkt it
ijt
ijt jkt

s  0; kijt 2 f0; 1g

8 i; j; k; t; s:

(26)

In the upper-level objective function, i.e., Eq. (14), the
company plays the role of a leader. This objective
function, which should be minimized, is equal to
the sum of the above-mentioned costs of the leader
company minus its sales revenue. According to Mulvey
et al.'s robust optimization approach [10], regarding
various scenarios, the objective function of the leader
in our BLP includes three terms. The rst and second
terms are the mean and variance of the total loss,
respectively, which measure solution robustness. The
third term demonstrates model robustness regarding
the infeasibility of the control constraints (16) under
scenario s.
Eq. (15) is an equilibrium constraint used to
determine the production amount of a product as well
as the amount of inventory stored in the warehouse.
Eq. (16) is a control equilibrium constraint, which
determines the portions of the market demand that
the leader and the follower can potentially have as
well as the over-ful llment amount of customer demand
(oversupply). In fact, this constraint implies that
the total demand responded by the leader and the
follower should not exceed the total market demand.
If in period t, the total potential
for
P market demand
P
the leader and follower, i.e., j dLsijt + j 0 dFijs 0 t ,
is higher than demand (Dits ), then the total market
demand that becomes
potential in reality in period t
P
s + P 0 dF s 0 = Ds and  s =
will
be
equal
to
dL
ijt
it
it
ij t
j
j
P
P
s
s
s
j dLijt + j 0 dFij 0 t Dit indicates the oversupply.
s
It should be noted that
P i;t s 1 is not
P the oversupply for
period t, whereas, if j dLijt + j 0 dFijs 0 t is less than
the demand, then the deviation will be equal to zero
(its = 0) after minimizing. Consequently, the total
market demand will not be satis ed.
Eq. (17) is the relation between demand and price,
which has been written for the leader with regard
to Eq. (5). Eq. (18) implies that the amount of
sales of the leader for a particular product should not
exceed its potential demand. Eq. (19) ensures that the
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selling price of the leader is between the minimum and
maximum.
According to Eq. (20), it is ensured that the
inventory level of a certain company is less than
its maximum available inventory capacity. Eq. (21)
implies that the available workforce in each period
is equal to the workforce in the previous period plus
the change in the number of workforce in the current
period. Considering the initial number of workforce
in factory j (Iwjk ), this equation will be broken into
Eqs. (27) and (28):
Wjkt = Iwjk + wHjkt wLjkt
8 j; k; t =1; (27)
Wjkt = Wjk;t 1 + wHjkt wLjkt
8 j; k; t  2: (28)
Eq. (22) restricts the production to the total hours
available to the workforce at level k. Eq. (23) restricts
the production in each period by workforce at level
k to the available capacity of machinery production.
Eq. (24) expresses the relationship between production
of a product and production setup. Eq. (25) has
been used in relation to robust optimization method
to linearize the objective function of Mulvey et al.'s
approach for the leader. Finally, Eq. (26) de nes the
decision variables of the leader.
In the following, the follower's problem including
its objective function and constraints is modeled:
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level that becomes potential for the follower. Eq. (32)
expresses that the total potential demand for a certain
product of the rival companies cannot exceed their
sales capacity. Eq. (33) implies that the selling price
of the follower should be between the minimum and
maximum. Finally, Eq. (34) de nes the decision
variables of the follower. The constraints of the leader
and the follower determine the feasible region for the
leader.

3.5. Linearization of the objective functions

First, it should be noted that BLP models are naturally
nonlinear. However, we address the linearization of the
bi-level function in the next section by transforming
it into a uni-level one. As it is obvious, Eqs. (7)
and (8) are nonlinear due to the multiplication of two
continuous variables. Thus, they are linearized using
a three-step approximate linearization method, which
has been provided by researchers in the literature for
linearizing such non-linear status [72]. First, Eq. (7)
and then, Eq. (8) are linearized.
First step: For each of the continuous variables of
Eq. (7), considering the constraints of the presented
model, an upper and a lower bound are determined
by Eqs. (35) and (36):
LP Lijt  prijt  UP Lijt

8 i; j; t;

(35)

0  xsijt  Dits

8 i; j; t; s:

(36)

Follower:
X
max zF =
ps :RevFs ;

(29)

Second step: Multiplication of the two continuous

s.t.
dFijs 0 t  ij0 0 t ij0 0 t :prij0 0 t + ij0 0 t :prijt
8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(30)

Third step: Eqs. (38) and (39) are added to the

s

x0ijs 0 t  dFijs 0 t

8 i; j 0 ; t; s;

(31)

X

8 i; t; s;

(32)

8 i; j 0 ; t;

(33)

j0

dFijs 0 t

 CapFit

LP Fij 0 t  prij0 0 t  UP Fij 0 t
pr0 0 ; x0s 0 ; dF s 0  0

8 i; j 0 ; t; s:

(34)
Eq. (29) presents the objective function of rival companies, which act in the BLP as the follower. Since the
main goal in considering uncertainty in this research is
to make the presented model more robust for the leader
and the objective of the follower is of less importance,
Eq. (29) is for maximization of the expected value of
sales revenue of the rival companies.
Eq. (30) presents the relation between the demand
and price for the follower with regard to Eq. (6).
Eq. (31) indicates that the sales amount of the follower
for a particular product should not exceed the demand
ij t

ij t

ij t

variables of Eq. (7) is equal to, and replaced by,
another continuous variable:
O1sijt = prijt :xsijt
8 i; j; t; s:
(37)
constraints of the original model:
0  O1sijt  Dits :prijt

8 i; j; t; s;

LP Lijt :xsijt  O1sijt  UP Lijt :xsijt

8 i; j; t; s:

(38)

(39)

The same steps are also taken for Eq. (8):
First step: An upper and a lower bound are
determined for each of the continuous variables of
Eq. (8):
LP Fij 0 t  pr0 0  UP Fij 0 t
8 i; j 0 ; t;
(40)
ij t

0  x0ijs 0 t  CapFit

8 i; j; t; s:

(41)

Second step: Multiplication of the two continuous
variables is replaced by another continuous variable:
O2s 0 = pr0 0 :x0s 0
8 i; j 0 ; t; s:
(42)
ij t

ij t ij t
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Third step: Eqs. (43) and (44) are added to the
original model:
0  O2sij 0 t  CapFit :prij0 0 t

LP Fij 0 t :x0ijs 0 t  O2sij 0 t  UP Fij 0 t :x0ijs 0 t

8 i; j 0 ; t; s;

(43)

8 i; j 0 ; t; s:

(44)

3.6. Transforming the bi-level problem into a
uni-level one using the KKT conditions

To transform this bi-level programming problem into
an ordinary uni-level problem, because all of the
variables related to the follower are continuous, the
KKT conditions can be used. Using such conditions,
the objective function of the follower is replaced by
constraints called constant and complementary conditions, which are added to the problem constraints with
the objective function of the leader. In the following,
objective function of the follower, in linear form, and
its constraints are rewritten.
Follower:
XXXX
ps :O2sij 0 t ;
max zF =
i

j0

t

s

s.t.:
dFijs 0 t  ij0 0 t ij0 0 t :prij0 0 t + ij0 0 t :prijt
8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(45)

(46)

8 i; j 0 ; t; s;

(47)

X

8 i; t; s;

(48)

j0

prij0 0 t  UP Fij 0 t
pr0 0  LP Fij 0 t

8 i; j 0 ; t;
8 i; j 0 ; t;
ij t
O2sij 0 t  CapFit :prij0 0 t
8 i; j 0 ; t; s;
O2sij 0 t  LP Fij 0 t :x0ijs 0 t
8 i; j 0 ; t; s;
O2sij 0 t  UP Fij 0 t :x0ijs 0 t
8 i; j 0 ; t; s;
x0ijs 0 t ; dFijs 0 t ; prij0 0 t ; O2sij 0 t  0:

ij t

(49)
(50)
(51)
(52)
(53)

(54)
Now, the KKT conditions should be written for the
above model in order to transform the bi-level model
into a uni-level one. For this purpose, rst, all the
constraints of the problem, especially the constraints
of non-negative variables, should be written as the
standard state of a maximization problem. u1 and
u10 are supposed to be variables related to the KKT
conditions for the constraints of the above model. It
should be noted that u9 and u10 are considered for
x0  0 and dF  0, respectively. It is not needed
to de ne two variables related to the KKT conditions

ij t

ij t

0 = ij0 0 t :u1sijj 0 t + u4ij 0 t

u5ij 0 t

CapFit :u6sij 0 t

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(56)

0= u2sij 0 t + LP Fij 0 t :u7sij 0 t UP Fij 0 t :u8sij 0 t u9sij 0 t

8 i; j 0 ; t; s;

(57)

0= u1sijj 0 t u2sij 0 t + u3sit u10sij 0 t
u1sijj 0 t  M:(1 z 1sijj 0 t )

0

(dFijs 0 t

0

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s; (58)

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

0

ij 0 t + ij 0 t :prij 0 t

0

ij 0 t :prijt )

u2sij 0 t  M:(1 z 2sij 0 t )
dFijs 0 t )  M:z 2sij 0 t

u3sit  M:(1 z 3sit )

(dFijs 0 t

CapFit )  M:z 3sit

u4ij 0 t  M:(1 z 4ij 0 t )

(prij0 0 t

UP Fij 0 t )  M:z 4ij 0 t

u5ij 0 t  M:(1 z 5ij 0 t )

( prij0 0 t + LP Fij 0 t )  M:z 5ij 0 t
u6sij 0 t  M:(1 z 6sij 0 t )

(59)

 M:z1sijj0 t

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;
(x0ijs 0 t

x0ijs 0 t  dFijs 0 t
dFijs 0 t  CapFit

for variables pr0 and O2 due to the application of
Constraints (50) and (52) and their intersection with
pr0  0 and O2  0, respectively. Now, the KKT
conditions can be written as follows:
ps = u6s 0 u7s 0 + u8s 0
8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (55)

(60)

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (61)
8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (62)
8 i; t; s;

(63)

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (64)
8 i; j 0 ; t; (65)
8 i; j 0 ; t; (66)
8 i; j 0 ; t; (67)
8 i; j 0 ; t; (68)
8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (69)

(O2sij 0 t CapFit :prij0 0 t )  M:z 6sij 0 t

8 i; j 0 ; t; s;
u7sij 0 t  M:(1 z 7sij 0 t )

(70)

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (71)

( O2sij 0 t + LP Fij 0 t :x0ijs 0 t )  M:z 7sij 0 t

8 i; j 0 ; t; s;
u8sij 0 t  M:(1 z 8sij 0 t )

(72)

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (73)

(O2sij 0 t UP Fij 0 t :x0ijs 0 t )  M:z 8sij 0 t

8 i; j 0 ; t; s;

(74)
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u9sij 0 t  M:(1 z 9sij 0 t )

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (75)

( x0ijs 0 t )  M:z 9sij 0 t

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (76)

u10sij 0 t  M:(1 z 10sij 0 t )

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (77)

( dFijs 0 t )  M:u10sij 0 t

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (78)

dFijs 0 t

0

0

0

ij 0 t + ij 0 t :prij 0 t

0

ij 0 t :prijt

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;
x0ijs 0 t dFijs 0 t  0

(79)

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (80)

X

j0

(dFijs 0 t ) CapFit  0

prij0 0 t

8 i; t; s;

8 i; j 0 ; t; (83)

CapFit :prij0 0 t  0

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (84)

O2sij 0 t + LP Fij 0 t :x0ijs 0 t  0
O2sij 0 t

(81)

8 i; j 0 ; t; (82)

UP Fij 0 t  0

prij0 0 t + LP Fij 0 t  0
O2sij 0 t

0

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (85)
8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (86)

UP Fij 0 t :x0ijs 0 t  0

x0ijs 0 t  0

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (87)

dFijs 0 t  0

8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (88)

u1sijj 0 t ; u2sij 0 t ;    ; u10sij 0 t  0

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(89)

z 1sijj 0 t ; z 2sij 0 t ;    ; z 10sij 0 t 2 f0; 1g

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s:

(90)

Eqs. (55) to (58) are the equations related to the
gradient in the KKT method. Eqs. (59) to (78)
are the linear states of the complementary slackness
conditions. Besides, Eqs. (59) and (60) are in fact the
linear state of Eq. (91) and the remaining equations are
linearized in the same way.
0 0 + 0 0 :pr0 0 0 0 :prijt  =0
u1s 0 : dF s 0
ijj t

ij t

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s:

ij t

ij t

ij t

ij t

(91)

Eqs. (79)-(88) are the main constraints of the follower
problem, which should be in the KKT conditions.
Finally, Eqs. (89) and (90) de ne the decision variables.
Now, the developed model is a uni-level one in which
objective function of the leader is the only objective
of the problem and the constraints related to the
KKT conditions have been replaced by the second level
(follower).
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4. Solution Approach
4.1. Introducing the Benders decomposition
algorithm

According to a research by Makui et al. [7], the APP
problems are among the strongly NP-hard problems
and the use of meta-heuristic methods for solving such
problems would not guarantee obtaining accurate and
generally optimal solutions. Consequently, to overcome
the computational complexities of the presented NPhard problem, we need an ecient algorithm. Applying
the BDA guarantees a global and accurate optimum
solution. The BDA has a high ability in solving mathematical problems in a large dimension, particularly in
probabilistic cases. The BDA was rst presented by
Benders [73] for solving linear optimization problems
with complex variables. Nowadays, it is known as
one of the most ecient algorithms for solving largescale instances of Mixed-Integer Problems (MIPs). In
BDA, instead of solving the original complex MIP,
the problem is decomposed into a master problem (a
pure integer programming) and a sub-problem (a linear
programming). These two problems are repeatedly
solved by applying the solution to one to another
until the optimal solution is achieved. The BDA has
considerable superiorities over other solution methods
(such as meta-heuristic methods) including:
1. This algorithm is based on powerful algebraic concepts;
2. Convergence of the algorithm and achievement of
optimal solution have been proved analytically;
3. Each decision-maker can set the optimality gaps
precisely.
These pro ts lead to the utilization of the BDA in various contexts such as APP [7], planning of energy [74],
SCND [75], and scheduling [76].

4.2. Implementing the BDA for the developed
model

To develop the BDA for the current model, rst, the
Dual Sub-Problem (DSP) and Master Problem (MP)
should be formulated. To do this, rst, all the 0 and
1 variables, which complicate the problem, should be
xed. These variables are listed below. Then, by
replacing these xed variables in the primary model,
the Primal Sub-Problem (PSP) is formulated. In order
to avoid repetition, the PSP is not written.

Complex variable:

kijt , z 1sijj 0 t , z 2sij 0 t , z 3sit , z 4ij 0 t , z 5ij 0 t , z 6sij 0 t ,
z 7sij 0 t , z 8sij 0 t , z 9sij 0 t , z 10sij 0 t .

Fixed variable:
s
s

kijt , z 1ijj 0 t , z 2ij 0 t , z 3sit , z 4ij 0 t , z 5ij 0 t , z 6sij 0 t ,
z 7sij 0 t , z 8sij 0 t , z 9sij 0 t , z 10sij 0 t .
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If the dual variables corresponding to the PSPconstraints are written as w constraint number (e.g.,
the variable w15ijts is the considered dual variable
corresponding to Constraint (15) for i, j , t, and s),
then the DSP, which produces an upper bound for
the objective function of the original model in each
repetition, will be formulated as follows:
Max : DSP =
+
+
+

X

ijt
X

jts
X

jts

X

+

ij 0 ts

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

X

its

CapLjt :w20jts +
Mjt :w23jts +

X

ijts

X

ijj 0 ts

X

ijj 0 ts
ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 ts
X

its
X

ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 t
X

ij 0 t
X

ij 0 t
X

ij 0 t
X

ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 ts

ijj 0 ts
X

UP Lijt :w19aijt +

ps :w55ij 0 ts +

X

X

Dits :w16its +

+
+

ijt :w17ijj 0 ts

+

LP Lijt :w19bijt

X

jk;t1

+

Iwjk :w21jkt

+

Large:kijt :w24ijts

+



M: 1 z 1sijj 0 t :w59ijj 0 ts

0

M:z 1sijj 0 t

ijt

+

ij 0 t



+

:w60ijj 0 ts

+

s 

M: 1 z 2ij 0 t :w61ij 0 ts
M:z 2sij 0 t :w62ij 0 ts




CapFit :w64ij 0 ts


M: 1 z 4ij 0 t :w65ij 0 t
M:z 4ij 0 t



M: 1 z 7sij 0 t :w71ij 0 ts

ij 0 ts
X

M:z 7sij 0 t :w72ij 0 ts

ij 0 ts
X



M: 1 z 8sij 0 t :w73ij 0 ts

ij 0 ts
X

M:z 8sij 0 t :w74ij 0 ts

ij 0 ts
X



M: 1 z 9sij 0 t :w75ij 0 ts

ij 0 ts
X

M:z 9sij 0 t :w76ij 0 ts

ij 0 ts
X



M: 1 z 10sij 0 t :w77ij 0 ts

ij 0 ts
X

M:z 10sij 0 t :w78ij 0 ts

ij 0 ts
X

ijj 0 ts

0

ij 0 t :w79ijj 0 ts +

X

X

its

CapFit :w81its

X

+

UP Fij 0 t :w82ij 0 t + ( LP Fij 0 t ):w83ij 0 t ;
ij 0 t
ij 0 t
(92)

s.t.:

M: 1 z 3sit :w63its
M:z 3sit

X



UP Fij 0 t :w66ij 0 t


M: 1 z 5ij 0 t :w67ij 0 t

w25s + ps :

X

s0

w25s0 + w38ijts + w39aijts

+ w39bijts  ps

8 i; j; t; s
Dits :w38ijts

ijt :w17ijj 0 ts + w19aijt + w19bijt

+ ij0 0 t :w60ijj 0 ts

0

ij 0 t :w79ijj 0 ts

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;
ijt :w17ijj 0 ts

(94)
0

ij 0 t :w60ijj 0 ts

w66ij 0 t

M:z 5ij 0 t + LP Fij 0 t :w68ij 0 t

+ ij0 0 t :w79ijj 0 ts + w82ij 0 t



CapFit :w84ij 0 ts  0

M:z 6sij 0 t :w70ij 0 ts

0

+ w68ij 0 t + CapFit :w70ij 0 ts



M: 1 z 6sij 0 t :w69ij 0 ts

(93)

w83ij 0 t

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;
w15ijts +

ik :w22ikts + bik :w23jts + w24ijts

(95)
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+ cpsijkt :w25s



ps :cpsijkt

X

ps :cpsijkt

s0

!

w57ij 0 ts

w25s0

8 i; j; k; t; s;

(96)

s :w25
w15ij;t+1;s + vfi :w20jts + cIfijt
s

w15ijts

X

s
ps :cIfijt

s0

!

w25s0



s
ps :cIfijt

(97)

w18ijts  0

w15ijts
w62ij 0 ts

8 i; j; t; s;

(98)

LP Fij 0 t :w72ij 0 ts + UP Fij 0 t :w74ij 0 ts

+ w76ij 0 ts + w80ij 0 ts + LP Fij 0 t :w85ij 0 ts
UP Fij 0 t :w86ij 0 ts

w87ij 0 ts

0

8 i; j 0 ; t; s;

(99)

w16its  !:ps
w25s  2:ps

8 i; t; s;
8 s;

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(103)

w21jkt  cwHjkt

8 j; k; t;

(104)

w21jkt  cwLjkt

8 j; k; t;

(105)

s
ps :cljkt

s :w25
ck :w22jkts + cljkt
s

X

s0

w25s0

w74ij 0 ts + w84ij 0 ts

w85ij 0 ts + w86ij 0 ts  0 8 i; j 0 ; t; s; (107)

0

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(111)

w55ij 0 ts

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(112)

CapFit :w56ijj 0 ts + w69ij 0 ts  0

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(113)

w55ij 0 ts + LP Fij 0 t :w57ij 0 ts + w71ij 0 ts  0

8 i; j 0 ; t; s;
w55ij 0 ts

(114)

UP Fij 0 t :w57ij 0 ts + w73ij 0 ts  0

(115)

8 i; j 0 ; t; s;

(116)

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(117)

w15ijts ;w21jkt ; w55ij 0 ts ; w56ijj 0 ts ; w57ij 0 ts ;
w58ijj 0 ts 2 URS

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(118)

w16its ;w17ijj 0 ts ; w18ijts ; w19aijt ; w20jts ;
w22jkts ; w23jts ; w24ijts ; w38ijts ;
w39aijts ; w59ijj 0 ts ; w60ijj 0 ts ; w61ij 0 ts ;
w62ij 0 ts ; w63its ; w64ij 0 ts ; w65ij 0 t ; w66ij 0 t ;

w72ij 0 ts ; w73ij 0 ts ; w74ij 0 ts ; w75ij 0 ts ; w76ij 0 ts ;

(106)

ij 0 t :w56ijj 0 ts + w58ijj 0 ts + w59ijj 0 ts

w56ijj 0 ts + w65ij 0 t  0

w67ij 0 t ; w68ij 0 t ; w69ij 0 ts ; w70ij 0 ts ; w71ij 0 ts ;

s
 ps :cljkt

8 j; k; t; s;
w70ij 0 ts + w72ij 0 ts

(110)

w57ij 0 ts + w75ij 0 ts  0

w60ijj 0 ts + w62ij 0 ts + w78ij 0 ts

!

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(101)

(102)

w21jk;t+1

w58ijj 0 ts + w63its  0

8 i; j 0 ; t; s;

+ w79ijj 0 ts w80ij 0 ts + w81its w88ij 0 ts  0

w21jkt

(109)

w58ijj 0 ts + w77ij 0 ts  0

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s;
w16its

8i; j; j 0 ; t; s;

(100)

w18ijts  0

w16its + w17ijj 0 ts

w58ijj 0 ts + w61ij 0 ts  0

w56ijj 0 ts + w67ij 0 t  0

8 i; j; t; s;
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0
(108)

w77ij 0 ts ; w78ij 0 ts ; w79ijj 0 ts ; w80ij 0 ts ; w81its ;
w82ij 0 t ; w83ij 0 t ; w84ij 0 ts ; w85ij 0 ts ; w86ij 0 ts ;
w87ij 0 ts ; w88ij 0 ts  0
w19bijt ; w25s ; w39bijts  0

8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s; (119)
8 i; j; t; s:

(120)

Primal variables for the equations above are as
follows:
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O1sijt ,
prij0 0 t ,
s ,
Ifijt
s
0
x ij 0 t ,
s ,
dFijs 0 t ,
wLjkt ,
O2sij 0 t ,
u2sij 0 t ,
u4ij 0 t ,
u6sij 0 t ,
u8sij 0 t ,
u10sij 0 t

Eq. (93):
Eq. (95):
Eq. (97):
Eq. (99):
Eq. (101):
Eq. (103):
Eq. (105):
Eq. (107):
Eq. (109):
Eq. (111):
Eq. (113):
Eq. (115):
Eq. (117):

Eq. (94):
Eq. (96):
Eq. (98):
Eq. (100):
Eq. (102):
Eq. (104):
Eq. (106):
Eq. (108):
Eq. (110):
Eq. (112):
Eq. (114):
Eq. (116):

pri;j;t
psijkt
xsijt
its
dLsijt
wHjkt
Wjkt
u1sijj 0 t
u3sit
u5ij 0 t
u7sij 0 t
u9sij 0 t

+
+
+
+
+

Now, Based on the DSP solution, the MP is
formulated as follows. In fact, the MP provides a lower
bound on the objective function of the main model in
each iteration.
Min MP = LB;

(121)

s.t.:
LB 

X

s

+
+
+
+

ps :SCs + 

X

its
X

ijt
X

jts
X

jts

X

+

+
+
+
+

s

Dits :w16its +

X

ij 0 ts
X

its
X

ij 0 ts

ijts

X

ps0 :SCs0

X

ijt

LP Lijt :w19bijt

X

jk;t1

Iwjk :w21jkt

Large:kijt :w24ijts


M: 1 z 1sijj 0 t :w59ijj 0 ts

ijj 0 ts

ijj 0 ts
ij 0 ts

X

s0

#

ijt :w17ijj 0 ts

ijj 0 ts

Mjt :w23jts +

X

X

X

CapLjt :w20jts +

ps :w55ij 0 ts +

X

ps SCs

UP Lijt :w19aijt +

ij 0 ts

+

X

"

M:z 1sijj 0 t

M: 1

0

ij 0 t



:w60ijj 0 ts


z 2sij 0 t :w61ij 0 ts

M:z 2sij 0 t :w62ij 0 ts
M: (1 z 3sit ) :w63its

(M:z 3sit

CapFit ) :w64ij 0 ts

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

X

ij 0 t
X

ij 0 t
X

ij 0 t
X

ij 0 t
X

ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 ts
X

ij 0 ts
X

its
X

M: (1 z 4ij 0 t ) :w65ij 0 t

(M:z 4ij 0 t

UP Fij 0 t ) :w66ij 0 t

M: (1 z 5ij 0 t ) :w67ij 0 t

(M:z 5ij 0 t + LP Fij 0 t ) :w68ij 0 t


M: 1 z 6sij 0 t :w69ij 0 ts
M:z 6sij 0 t :w70ij 0 ts


M: 1 z 7sij 0 t :w71ij 0 ts
M:z 7sij 0 t :w72ij 0 ts


M: 1 z 8sij 0 t :w73ij 0 ts
M:z 8sij 0 t :w74ij 0 ts


M: 1 z 9sij 0 t :w75ij 0 ts
M:z 9sij 0 t :w76ij 0 ts


M: 1 z 10sij 0 t :w77ij 0 ts
M:z 10sij 0 t :w78ij 0 ts +

X

ijj 0 ts

CapFit :w81its +

X

ij 0 t

0

ij 0 t :w79ijj 0 ts

UP Fij 0 t :w82ij 0 t

( LP Fij 0 t ) :w83ij 0 t ;

(122)

The right side of Eq. (123)  0;

(123)

ij 0 t

kijt ; z 1sijj 0 t ; z 2sij 0 t ;    ; z 10sij 0 t 2 f0; 1g
8 i; j; j 0 ; t; s:

(124)
In the MP, the default values for the binary variables,
which were considered equal to 1, are not used. In
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fact, the MP tries to specify the optimum values of
these variables. In iterations that the DSP cannot
attain a feasible solution for given values of the binary
variables, a feasibility cut based on Eq. (123) will be
added to the MP. On the other hand, if the DSP
attains a feasible solution for given values of the binary
variables, then an optimality cut based on Eq. (122)
will be added to the MP. Now, after solving the MP,
better values of the binary variables can be achieved
by using the dual theory. In fact, based on the
dual coecients, Eq. (122) determines which binary
variables should retain their coecients, which should
be decreased to zero, and which should get the value
of 1. Dual variables derived from the DSP solution
indicate the extreme points. Usually, at the beginning
of the execution of the BDA, Lower Bound (LB) and
Upper Bound (UB) are considered equal to 1 and
+1, respectively. However, it is preferred to determine
a possible smaller interval at the beginning of the
algorithm. But considering the objective function of
the proposed model, which indicates the loss, the UB
and LB cannot be more restricted at the starting of the
algorithm.

4.3. Steps of the proposed BDA

1. Set the values of LB, UB, and the binary variables
equal to 1, +1, and 1, respectively.
2. Solve the DSP and obtain the values of dual
variables. Subsequently, calculate the UB using this
equation:
UB = min UB;

+

X

s

X

s

ps :SCs

"

ps SCs

X

s0

#

!

ps0 :SCs0 + DSP :

3. If the DSP is unbounded, add the feasibility cut,
i.e., Eq. (123), to the MP and nd a feasible vector
to continue the BDA. Otherwise, add the optimality
cut, i.e., Eq. (122), to the MP.
4. Solve the MP and set the value of the LB equal to
the value of its objective function; LB = MP .
5. If UB LB < ", stop. Otherwise, continue with
the second step.

5. Numerical example
5.1. Introducing the case study and data

In this section, in order to show the eciency of the bilevel APP model, the developed model and its results
are analyzed using the real data of a school notebook
manufacturer in Isfahan, named Sarvestan Sepahan
Company. Sarvestan Sepahan Co., as the leader,
intends to produce a new type of school notebooks,
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which can be replaced by the existing ones, but the
largest rivals of Sarvestan Sepahan Co. have no decision to produce new notebooks. Diversity of the new
notebooks produced by the leader company includes
eight products (i = 1;    ; 8), which are produced
in two main factories of the company (j = 1; 2).
There are four main factories in the rival companies
(j 0 = 1;    ; 4). The production period is 12 months
(t = 1; 2;    ; 12). According to the previous sales
documents, future short-term and long-term contracts,
and consumer price index, it can be assumed that the
possible economic scenario in the future will be one of
the following three: boom, average, and poor. The
probability of each scenario is shown in Table 1.
Also, dimensions of the case-study problem are
shown in Table 2.
Since Sarvestan Sepahan Co. has higher reputation and selling power in the competitive market,
the demand-price elasticity parameters, based on the
historical data and regression relations, have been
obtained in favor of the leader company. Furthermore,
because the products considered in the case study are
very similar in terms of market elasticity speci cations,
it has been supposed that the demand-price elasticity
parameters have the same values for all products,
factories, and periods. These data are summarized in
Table 3.
Considering ve working days in a week and eight
working hours in a day, the working hours of workers
in each period (Ck ) are equal to 40 (for simplicity,
for all levels of workforce). The maximum available
inventory capacity at factory j in period t (CapLjt )
for all the factories and periods is equal to 5000 units.
The demand for the new notebooks can be predicted
using the previous sales amounts and the future longterm and short-term contracts. Some of the demand
values is presented in Table 4.

Table 1. Set of scenarios and their probabilities.
Boom Average Poor
Scenario
(1)
(2)
(3)

Probability of scenario (P s)

0.2

0.6

0.2

Table 2. The dimensions of the case study.
I J J0 K S T
8

2

4

5

3

12

Table 3. The demand-price elasticity parameters.
Parameter
L or F
Leader (L)
Follower (F )

8500
7400

4
5

3
2
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Table 4. Some of the demand values related to product
of the rst type (D1st ).

T
s
1
2
3
4
1 10000 9000 11000 8000
2 8000 6000 9500 5500
3 6500 5000 7000 4000

leader and the follower for the rst product (Rial).

Minimum or maximum Leader Follower
(103 )
(L)
(F )
35
60

30
45

Table 6. Some of the production costs (cpsi11t )
(103 Rial).

i
1

2

1

2

T

3

4

s
1
2
3

1.4
1.1
0.85

1.65
1.15
0.95

1.9
1.35
1.05

1.75
1.2
1

1
2
3

1.35
1
0.75

1.55
1.05
0.9

1.8
1.2
1

1.65
1.15
0.95

Table 7. Some of the selling prices for the rst factory of
the leader (103 Rial).

i
1
2

1

40
50

2

T

45
60

3

60
75

4

55
65

According to the interviews with a group of experts of the company and with regard to the minimum
and maximum production costs of the notebooks, the
minimum and maximum prices for the leader and the
follower are shown in Table 5.
For the sake of brevity, all the data will not be
reported. As an example, the values of the production
cost in the rst factory of the leader for the rst-level
workforce are shown in Table 6.

5.2. Results and analyses

the follower (103 Rial).

i
1
2

Table 5. Minimum and maximum selling prices of the

Minimum price (LP )
Maximum price (UP )

Table 8. Some of the selling prices for the rst factory of

In this section, the results with  = 1 and ! = 250
are explained to clarify the solution. Some of the
selling prices of the products provided by the leader
and the follower companies are shown in Tables 7 and 8,
respectively.
According to Tables 7 and 8, the selling prices of

1

2

20
25

25
35

T

3

4

40
45

30
35

Table 9. Some of the sales amounts of the leader.
s
1
2
3

1

2

5000
4000
2500

4000
3500
2000

T

3

4

4500
4000
3000

4000
3000
3500

Table 10. Some of the sales amounts of the follower.
s
1
2
3

1

2000
1500
900

2

T

1000
1000
700

3

1500
1500
800

4

1000
1000
1000

Table 11. Some of the production amounts of the leader.
s
1
2
3

1

5000
4000
3000

2

5000
5000
3000

T

3

4000
3000
2000

4

3500
3000
2500

the leader are higher than those of the follower. This
result is due to the selling power of the leader in the
competitive market as previously mentioned. Tables 9
and 10 represent the sales amounts of the leader and
follower companies for the rst product provided by the
rst factory, respectively.
According to Tables 9 and 10, the sales amount
of the leader is higher than that of the follower. This
result can be due to the higher popularity and selling
power of the leader in the competitive market. According to the previous tables, a game has been formed
between the leader and the follower to gain the market
share and thus, the revenue of the leader is obtained
higher than that of the follower. Table 11 represents
the production amount of the leader company for the
rst product, rst factory, and rst level of workforce.
Due to the high cost of hiring and laying o
the workforce in the leader company, there will be
no reduction in the number of workforce and only 20
people will be hired in the second factory in the fth
period due to demand growth. Table 12 shows some of
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Table 12. Some of the amounts of inventory.
s
1
2
3

1

T

2

0
0
0

0
0
500

3

1000
1500
1500

Table 15. Sensitivity analysis of the penalty parameter
(!) (107 Rial).

4

!

500
1500
500

s
1
2
3

1

9000
7500
4500

2

6500
0
0

T

3

7000
8500
4000

4

6000
1500
5000

the values of the inventory for the rst product in the
rst factory.
According to the equilibrium equation of the
model, the remaining inventory is obtained from the
di erence between the amounts of production and
sales. Some of the oversupply values, which are
generally caused by excessive production of the follower
companies, are reported in Table 13.
The revenue of the leader and the follower is equal
to 10600 and 2330 million Rials, respectively, and as
expected, the revenue of the leader is more than that
of the follower. The revenue for the leader and the
follower as well as various costs of the leader in each
scenario are presented in Table 14.
Regarding the probability of each scenario, the
expected value for the revenue of the rival, calculated
from Table 14, will be equal to 2330 million Rials,
which is same as the value of the objective function
of the follower. Since the setup cost and workforce
changing cost are not dependent on the scenario, they
will consequently be equal in all the scenarios. In
general, as the economic scenarios worsen, the costs
are reduced by the lower need for the product in the
market and reduced production. Furthermore, due to
the lower sales, the revenues are reduced as well.

Solution
Model
robustness robustness

0
50
100
150
200
250
300

Table 13. Some of the oversupplies for the rst product
(1st ).

620
620
632
644
706
755
755

1.15
1
0.85
0.55
0.25
0
0

Objective
function
(pro t)
620
670
717
726.5
756
755
755

o between the solution robustness (closeness to the
optimal solution) and model robustness (closeness to
the feasible solution). The e ect of weight ! on the
solution robustness and the model robustness as well
as the objective function is shown in Table 15. In
this table, when ! = 0, the solution robustness and
objective function will have the minimum values, while
the model robustness will have the maximum value. In
fact, when ! = 0, its in the control constraint (16)
will be equal to +1; thus, a large demand will become
potential for the leader and the follower. Consequently,
the relevant constraint will not be an obstacle to the
production. In this case, the higher total expected
response to demand (oversupply) will be at its highest
level and thus, ! = 0 is not an appropriate choice.
When ! = 250, the solution robustness and the
objective function will both be equal to 755, but the
model robustness will be equal to zero, the reason of
which is that the higher total expected response to
demand (oversupply) is equal to zero. Figure 2 shows

5.3. Trade-o between solution robustness and
model robustness

Carrying out sensitivity analysis of !, a trade-o can
be obtained between the solution robustness and the
model robustness. In fact, the role of the weight
! in the objective function (14) is to nd a trade-

Figure 2. Trade-o between solution robustness and
model robustness.

Table 14. The revenue and the cost under each scenario (106 Rial).
Scenario RevLs RevFs P Cs SC W C ICs LCs Total cost
1
2
3

14580
10470
7020

4600
1940
1220

3025

2390
1720
1200

140
140
140

720
720
720

155
130
105

2040
1350
735

5445
4060
2900
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the trade-o between solution robustness and model
robustness with respect to change in !.
According to Figure 2, with an increase in the
value of !, the solution robustness increases with
increasing rate while the model robustness is reduced.
This means that for larger values of !, the solution
obtained for realizing each scenario through paying
higher total cost is nearly close to the feasible solution.
Therefore, for values of !  250, the solutions obtained
for all of the scenarios are almost feasible, because
the higher total expected response to demand nally
reaches zero and the total expected loss, regardless of
the higher response to demand, is not changed after
! = 250 onwards. This means that both the factors
of solution robustness and model robustness tend to
a uniform amount. The obtained results con rm the
application of the proposed model and the robust
optimization approach to solving the problem.

5.4. Analysis of bi-level model in presence and
absence of competition

As one of the main contributions of this paper is considering the competition in the APP problem, in this
section, we compare the revenue in the presence and
absence of competition. Figure 3(a) shows the revenue
of Sarvestan Sepahan Co. in the presence and absence
of competition. According to this gure, considering
the competition between Sarvestan Sepahan Co. and
the rival companies leads to the increased revenue of
Sarvestan Sepahan Co. as the leader, while according to
Figure 3(b), the revenue of rival companies is reduced
by considering the competition. This is due to the
fact that in the presence of competition, the leader
o ers a lower price. Thus, it has higher sales and
accordingly, will have higher revenue. However, due
to the higher power of the leader to attract the market
demand, a lower share of sales remains for the follower
in competition conditions. Thus, the revenue of the
follower is reduced.
The comparison in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) indicates

Figure 3(b). Investigation into the revenue of rival

companies in the presence and absence of competition.

the e ect of considering the competition in a competitive market environment. The decision makers and
managers of Sarvestan Sepahan Co. have not ever considered the existing competition. With this research,
it is proved that if they had taken the competition
into account in the APP, they could have obtained
more revenue and higher market share. Therefore, they
completely gured out the e ect of paying attention to
the competition and decided to use this study in order
to obtain more revenue. It should also be mentioned
that the APP and pricing problem for new products
of Sarvestan Sepahan Co. were solved using this study.
Besides, the sales manager of this company called this
research so valuable for solving the sales and marketing
problem in presence of the rival companies.
To carry out a deeper analysis, the downtrend
of the leader revenue is investigated by increasing the
value of the parameter ij0 0 t . Let the downtrend of
the leader revenue be de ned as the revenue of the
leader in case of considering competition minus its
revenue when dropping the competition. According to
Eq. (30), if the parameter ij0 0 t increases in the presence
of competition, then by one unit increase in the selling
price of the leader, a higher amount of leader's sales
will be captured by the follower. Therefore, the leader
will obtain a lower revenue by losing a higher amount
of its sales. As a result, the amount of downtrend
of the leader revenue will increase in the presence of
competition. The results of this analysis are shown in
Figure 4.

5.5. Investigating the eciency and
convergence of the proposed BDA

Figure 3(a). Investigation into the revenue of Sarvestan
Sepahan Co. in the presence and absence of competition.

In this section, the case study is solved using the
proposed BDA as well as the conventional solution
(CPLEX solver); then, the obtained results are compared. For this purpose, the proposed model has been
encoded in GAMS 24.1.2 software and then, executed
by CPLEX 12.2.1 solver on a personal computer with
Intel Core i7, 2.30 GHz CPU and 6GB Memory. It
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Figure 4. Downtrend of the leader revenue in the

presence of competition by increasing the value of the
parameter ij0 0 t .

should be noted that for the case study, after executing
the process in a 60-minute time limit, the relative
optimality gap derived from the BDA is equal to zero,
while the relative optimality gap derived from the
conventional solution is equal to 4.9%. Comparing the
results shows that the proposed BDA has a signi cantly
better time eciency than the conventional solution
and leads to the optimal solution in a shorter time.
Table 16 represents some of the information derived by
solving the case study and compares the eciency of
the proposed algorithm with that of the conventional
method.
According to Table 16, the proposed BDA reports
a lower value of the objective function (lower total
loss) than the results of the conventional solution in 60
minutes. It should be noted that the optimal solution is
obtained in 73 minutes using the conventional solution
without considering any time limit. Therefore, it can
be concluded that implementation of the proposed
algorithm would lead to the exact optimal solution in a
reasonable time and the use of this algorithm is justi ed
for solving the developed model. It is noteworthy that
the managers of Sarvestan Sepahan Co. have used the
conventional solution ever since, but they can nd the
optimal solution in a shorter time using the proposed
BDA in this study.
It also should be noted that the conventional
solution requires too long time to report a feasible
solution to problems with very large dimensions. Usually, there is a high relative optimality gap between the
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Figure 5. Convergence of the proposed BDA.
reported feasible solution by the conventional solution
and the optimal solution. Therefore, the software
cannot achieve a near-optimal solution without using
the proposed algorithm even in a long time. Accordingly, in addition to the case study, another problem
in large dimensions has been designed in numerical
experiments to examine the convergence of the BDA.
The parameters for this problem have been randomly
generated with large dimensions in the range of the
parameters of our case study. The generated problem
determines the APP for 20 products (i = 1; 2;    ; 20),
12 factories from the leader company (j = 1; 2;    ; 12),
15 factories of the rival companies (j 0 = 1;    ; 15),
10 workforce levels (k = 1; 2;    ; 10), 10 economic
scenarios of uncertainty (S = 1; 2;    ; 10), and a 12week period (t = 1; 2;    ; 12). It is solved using the
BDA in 98 minutes with relative optimality gap of zero.
Figure 5 schematically shows the convergence of the
proposed algorithm for the mentioned problem with
larger dimensions.

6. Conclusion
In this research, regarding the intense competition
between large manufacturing companies for achieving
more amount of sales, a bi-level APP model was
developed in order to minimize the total loss of the rst
level (leader) and maximize revenue of the second level
(follower) using the Stackelberg game theory. After
linearization, the bi-level model was transformed into
an ordinary uni-level one using the KKT conditions.
Due to the higher popularity of the leader, according

Table 16. Comparison of eciencies of the proposed BDA and the conventional solution for the case-study problem.
Parameter
Run-time Objective function Relative optimality
Method
(minutes) (loss, 107 Rial)
gap (%)
Conventional solution
Proposed BDA

60
33

-718
-755

4.9
0
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to Tables 7-10, the sales amount and price of the leader
were obtained higher than those of the follower, which
veri ed the accuracy and validity of the developed
model. By the sensitivity analysis under the presence
and absence of competition, according to Figure 3(a),
it was concluded that the leader would achieve a
higher revenue under the presence of competition.
Furthermore, in the presence of competition, according
to Figure 3(b), the rival companies would achieve a
lower revenue because the leader o ered a lower price,
hence achieving higher sales and consequently, higher
revenue. Therefore, the managers of the company
under study found out the e ect of the competition
thoroughly and decided to apply the developed model.
To diminish the sensitivity of the developed model to
uncertainty in the data [7], the scenario-based robust
optimization approach was used. Based on Table 15
and Figure 2, by performing sensitivity analysis of
the penalty parameter !, a trade-o was established
between the solution robustness and the model robustness. Also, an optimal APP with an acceptable range
of oversupply was obtained. Due to NP-hardness of
the problem, the BDA was proposed to overcome the
computational complexity in large scale. Furthermore,
the eciency of the proposed BDA was investigated.
According to Table 16, this algorithm had better time
eciency than the conventional solution and reported
the optimal solution in a shorter time. According to
Table 4 and Figure 5, the convergence of the BDA
was also proved. The presented bi-level robust model
could be used for solving the APP problem and pricing
the new products of the manufacturing companies in a
real competitive market under uncertainty. The main
contributions of our paper compared to the existing
literature are summarized as follows:
 We modeled the competition between a leader company with higher selling power and its rival companies in the APP problem simply and eciently using
the BLP by the concept of Stackelberg game. In this
study, price of new products was determined using
the proposed elasticity relations between demand
and price, which created the game between the
leader and the follower;
 We considered the inherent uncertainty of the parameters, especially market demand, in a multiscenario framework. Then, we controlled the uncertainty using Mulvey et al.'s robust optimization
approach, which made the assumptions closer to the
real conditions;
 A powerful BDA was proposed to overcome the
computational complexity of the developed NP-hard
model in large scales. We also studied a real-life case
from Sarvestan Sepahan Co., as a leader, in order to
show the accuracy and eciency of the developed
model and the proposed BDA.

There are many future directions for developing
the proposed model. First, three- or multi-level modeling of the problem with the third level as minimizing
the customer purchase costs will be highly attractive
and applicable. Second, the use of other robust
optimization approaches with stochastic programming
may yield better results. Third, modeling the problem
by considering di erent levels of SC and solving it using
other algorithms will lead to valuable research in this
regard.
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